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NEWSLETTER
If you wish to submit material t.o the newsletter, please follow

these guidelines:

o Submit material before the last saturday of the rronth

o Submit hard copy along with a WordStar file on a SSDD
diskette~ left margin, default~ right margin, 68 and
right justified. (Ne'tMord fi les are acceptable) •

o Include your name, address and telephone number

o send newsletter materials to: Newsletter Editor
BAMDUA
P.O Box 5152
Berkeley, CA 94705

Your disk (and "gift" for articles published) will be returned
to you.

If you have questions about newsletter submissions, call me
afternoons only on wednesday or Friday (415-843-8167). If you have
other questions about. BAMDUA, call the BAMDUA Office, 415-644-2805.
If you need t.echnical help, use your DIRECTORY.

IMPORl'ANT: If you have something you especially want in the
next Newsletter but are unsure you can get it in before the
deadline, be sure to call me so that we can make special
arrangements. Please rerrerober that the deadline is important in
order to e.'F}able me to plan a'F}d produce the N~·1S1etter.

If you intend your article for the BAMDUA NE.WSLET'I'ER, then be
sure to address it t.o: Editor, Newsletter (per above instructions).
Some people have said that they submitted an article to the
Newsletter, but it did not get to me. I saw it published in IDR, so
the writer either mis-directed it or mis-remembered mere he sent
it. Thanks. --Georgia Babladelis, Fil.
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BAY AREA MICRO DECISION USERS AS5CX:IATION
A loDrrow COmputer users' group

Monthly newsletter, Vol. 3, Issue 6 June 1985

BAMDUA, P.O. Box 5152, Berkeley, ca 94705
(415) 644- 2805

BAMDUA, the Bay Area Micro Decision Users Associat.ion, is open to
all who are interested in loDrrow' s Micro Decision computers.
Membership fee is currently $16 Per year and includes a subscription
to our IOClnthly newsletter. For information, Irembership application
forms, etc. , please send a self-addressed stamPed envelope to the
BAMDUA P.O. Box.

The BAMDUA office is open 8:30-4:30 weekdays; the answering mchine
will take your messages from 12:30 on. When Dana is in the office,
she will answer the phone in the rrorning.

The min BAMDUA meeting is held the last Tuesday of each IOClnth.

+++ Next min BAMDUA meeting: +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ +
+ WHEN: Tuesday, June 25, 1985 7:30 p.m. +
+ WHERE: west Branch, Berkeley Library +
+ 1125 University Avenue, Berkeley +
+ GUEST: (none) +
+ TOPIC: SPeCial interest group discussions +
+ +
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PLANNING AHEAD: Information about. next IOClnth 's meeting.

WHEN: Tuesday, July 30, 1985, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE (etc.): To be announced

:r.ccAL IDRRCW USER'S MEETINGS:--------
MUG/MARIN (Marin Users' Group) meets on the fourth Thursday of
each IOClnth at 7:30 p.m. The address is P.O. "Box 925, Mill
Valley, ca. 94942. For information, contact Susan Miller
(415)383-6276 or Jim Kelly (415)472-1499. The group describes
itself as a smll but stinulating group which tries to
diversify information for both novices and pros alike.
Stanford Morrow Users' Group, (S.M.U.G.) meets on the 2nd
wednesday of the IOClnth at 7: 30 PM on the Stanford campus:
Polya Hall (also known as Turing Auditorium), room 111.
Info: Ed Gallaher (408) 749-9285 (H)
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SCMDUG (Santa Cruz Micro Decision user's Group) is now meeting
the fIrst Thursday of the month at P.C. Land, 245M Mount Herman
Road, Scotts Valley, 7-9 p.m. Info: Marialme Russell, Sect 'y,
425-2061, office; 438-0662, home.

PErMUG (Petalurra Users' Group) meets on the 4th Thursday of
each month at Advanced Information Management, 245 North
McDowell Blvd. (in Petalurra Plaza), Petalurra, CA. For info.
contact: Don Waite, 707/763-6891 or Dick Hoffman, 707/762-8286
or mailing address: P.o. Box 948, Petaluma, CA. 94953.

CLASSES:

Classes are scheduled as soon as enough participants sign up
for them (a maximum of 5-6 people, except for Personal Pearl:
max=14). Mail $10 to BAMDUA to reserve a space in class. For
information, call BAMDUA (415) 644-2805.

MJOEM7 etcetera.

Intermediate CP/M class,

Novice Emergency Clinic,
A class especially to get over beginners frustrations.

Personal Pearl Class,
This IS the thl.rd PP class taught by Rick Rowe, formerly
of Morrow. Half the participants must bring an MD3 and a
working CP/M diskette.

Public Domain Software.

QUEST ACCOUNTANT program.

Advanced CP/M and Systems class.

TOUR OF MJRRa-J: If there is enough interest, a fourth tour will
be scheduled. call or write the BAMDUA office to get on the list.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: June 22 - san Jose, CA: Computer Swap America
offers another of its one day personal computing bargain shows at
the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds. New and used computer hardware
and software, components, accessories and more are available from
sellers in an informal indoor setting. Open from 10 AM to 6 PM.
General ad~ission is $5. For more information call (415)366-9162 or
write Computer Swap America, PO Box 620107, Woodside, CA 94062.

EXPLANATIOO: Last time we printed an update on the help call
list. Thl.s is not a list of people who have offered to help with
problems. It is an update of the DIRECTORY, which lists people and
what equipment they have. It is helpful to know if someone else has
what you have and, possibly, to exchange information.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DISK By Sypko Andreae

This short note reaches you from deep in the rem..uods. we are
here with many rren together, deeply engaged on work to beautiful and
too significant to describe - and all without a telephone, without
power, and, needless to say, without comput.ers. I am far away from
you, but I am thinking al:x:>ut you. While you are involved in your
daily pursuits, perhaps using your computer, I have the privilege of
looking at our busy efforts as computer users from a distance, to
ponder why we need BAMDUA with its newsletter, why we need the
MJRRCW cmNERS' REVIEW, and how we wound up in this business in the
first place.

I was wondering how I was going to get this note to you and
even considered carrier pigeons. Then someone loaned me a postcard.

Even though I can't be with you this month, I' 11 be back later,
and I look forward to writing to you al:x:>ut rore thoughts from the
redwoods. These are huge, wise trees and they have a lot to say to
us puny computer users.

(Sypko is attending a rren's workshop in Mendocino COunty.)

DIGITAL DELI COMPUTER STORE
80 W. EL CAMINO REAL

MJUNl'AIN VIEW, CA 94040
415 961-2670

IDRR(W OOMPUTER SPECIALS

DeIro Diablo 630 Printer witractor

*DeIro M03 w/cornplete software

*DeIro M02 wicomplete software

DeIro MP100 Printer

FX80 Printer

used MDT20

refurbished MOll wian MDT70 terminal

SmartKey II software

All the above equipnent is under warranty

* wlo terminal

$1000.00

$900.00

$700.00

$300.00

$399.00

$250.00

$1795.00

$29.95
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NOTES FROM THE MEETING
BERKELEY

by Peter campbell

OF BREATHING AND BREAKFAST
Some of Jeff Berner's random thoughts

Jeff Berner is an author who bought a TRS 80 5 years ago, and a
Macintosh in January. He could still entertain an audience of
IDRRCM owners. The following are some excerpts from his
presentation to the BAMDUA members at the April 30 meeting.

"OUr brains work like RAM - remember what you had for
breakfast? were it not for Random Access, you would have to trace
your whole history from the time you were born, to your breakfast
this lOOming. Breathing, on the other hand, is controlled by
your ROM - you don't have to think about it at all."

"If aircraft industry technology had increased as fast as
computer technology, a Boeing 747 would circle the earth in five
hours, on 5 gallons of fuel."

"Advances allow us to do ten tines the work in the same tine,
or the same work in 1/10th the time. Employers don't see it this
way, and think work output should match the new technology."

"I decided to write computer manuals after trying to decifer
the SCripSit manual that came with my TRS 80. I found there was a
real market for this type of book, because manuals are not writt.en
by real people. I was a Beta tester for a $6,000 machine."

"Data is just a bunch of Bits and Bytes until you ask questions
of it., then it becomes information."

"People who resist computing the Irost are those who are already
experts in their own field."

"Users groups are for networking, and problem solving. If it
works, don't fix it. If it doesn't work, network!"

"Until 8 years ago only big business and governments had
computers."

"The future of manual writing is going towards on screen
tutors."

"Even though computers are wonderful for indexing, Irost manual
writers have not figured out how to do it."

"The KayPro is big and ugly because market research showed this
t.o be what many people expected."
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"Don't worry about the industry passing you by. The Morrow is a
good machine that does the job. There is no point to change until
you really do need sorrething bigger and more powerful."

"Now that we have computers, we don't have to be computers."

And so went the evening. What does all this mean? Probably
nothing.

*****

PASS THE NOTEPAD

Q: I have been trying to get a Radio Shack TRS 100 to
cornnunicate with my MD2. N.W. Uissar (Morrow Owner's Review, v.1,
no. 3, p. 27) described a rrethod for getting the two to corrmunicate
that is based on a program called IDRM)DEM. Where can IDRMODEM be
obtained? I would like to talk with anyone who has successfully
linked a TRS 100 to an MD2. Can another modem program (MODEM 7?) be
used? Bill Clemens, 415/525-3387.

A: Wes Johnson, 415/444-0568; Warner Brown, 415/469-7564.
A: Fairly simple. Can use PIP. There is a NEC820lA/RS Mod

100 users group. Meets first Thursday, Room 208C, College of
Alameda, at 7:30. Frank oechsli, 415/527-6089.

Q: On an MD3/MT60, My Smartkey/Fixkey adds a letter after the
< when I try to code function keys. It reads like this <A••• for F2.
How can I fix this. Bud, 415/567-9868.

Q: Is Morrow going to preserve its honor by supplying Smartkey
with """'MDs in a version that IDRKS with MDs? Also, I need info on
properly installing BYE on MOs. Dan Robinson.

Q: Is Stewart Brand's NET up and running? Bob 'lWip.

A: Yes, for about a month now.

Q: Does anyone have a keyboard/terminal manual for the MD-3P
showing escape sequences, etc.? Or does the MDT60 manual cover this
terminal? Andrys Basten, 415/548-2249.

Q: Where can I download or copy MEX (Newsletter #10, 11/84)
corrmunications program?

A: Check BAMDUA Library Volume 24 and 25.
Ai" I beleive MEX is on Computer Languages BBS; why not upload

it (again) to the Morrow BBS when you have it.

Q: I have M03, Promodem 1200, Epson printer with parallel
cable. I can't get the MOMXX progrms to run the printer with a
control C. Any help? T. Rowmar, 415/524-7297.
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A: Yes. Pete Campbell, 415/525-7464.
A: The version you have may not have the Ctrl-P feature

enabled. Gene Kort.e, 415/525-8944.

Q: Has anyone added floppy drives to MD3 (Rev. 1 board)?
John,~15/526-7406.

Q: My Daisywriter printer went down today. Anyone know where
I canget it serviced in the East Bay? Call anytime. Stan Naparst,
415/525-2086.

Q: Has anyone insta lled ZCPR? I've tried but can't get
through the 4 step tutorial. Wi! Chandler, 415/893-7692.

A: It's been a while, but call. Dan Robinson, 415/776-6705.

A: I have installed ZCPR (BAMDUA.012) on my MD3, an MD2, and
rrodifIed it to install on a hard disk addon to my MD3. Give me a
call. Gene Korte, 415/525-8944.

Q: I have an Okidata M92 (serial) running on an MD3.,.; I have
contiiiUal problems witl? extra line feeds ~~ pages when prin~ing
from ~rdStar, Turbo-Pascal, etc. Robert Bushwell, 415/841-3243.

A: Make sure that the printer switches are set correctly.
Gene Korte, 415/525-8944.

A: I just installed the serial board in an M92; call me. It's
almost certainly an incorrectly set DIP switch. Steve Torrence,
415/6442-6322, days. .

Q: Has anybody had trouble with PIP C: = b:file? Usually CP/M
says liyour 1ft drive is being reassigned" but mine now says "Error
on disk drive C - dive not ready." What do you do? Dorothy Stroup,
415/841-9758.

*****

SUBSCRIBE? Yes, indeed!

Greetings BAMDUA Members! Have you subscribed to the
Morrow OWners I Review yet? If you send in your $18.00 for a
years subscription today you \\Un I t miss the June I 85 issue!
($32.00/2 yrs.) Just send your name and address along with
your check to Morrow OWners' Review, Attn: Subscriptions,
P.O. Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705. MORE lwDR!
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SPECIAL DEALS

1. CHEO<S & BALANCES----
CHEO<S & BALANCES is being made available to our menbers at a

15% discount. It retails at $74 (plus CA ta}{ and shipping); Irembers
can have it for $71 (plus CA ta}{ and shipping). Send your check or
money order to VPJ.£OO, 1260 westwood St., Redwood City, CA 94061
Specify your machine type and disk format.

I am not familiar with the program. It is described as "an
excellent home budget management program that not only balances your
checkbook but keeps track of all kinds of expenses and prints
detailed reports for you and your ta}{ preparer."

Some of the features listed are: (1) Unlimited categories and
checkbooks. Up to 4,000 entries possible on a 390K disk. (2) Ready
to run. No need for Basic or any other program. Compiled in PL!I
to run fast. (3) M:>re powerful and easier to use than programs
costing Imlch more. (4) Disburse entries to five or rrore categories
simply by filling in the blanks. No complicated procedure as with
other programs. (5) Prints out all items flagged as tax deductible
at year's end for easy tax preparation.

CHEO<S & BALANCES offers an extensive set of printed reports.
It can print many types of checks. Using the included Rolodex, all
entries or a selected set may be printed as labels, rolodex cards or
3 x 5 cards. It is available for CP/M, MS-0C'6 AND IBM PC.

2. UNIFORM

An upgrade of UNIFORM (version 3) is available for hard disks.
Persons .alreading owning UNIFORM may turn in their distribution
disks plus $18 and get the upgrade. Persons wanting to purchase
UNIFORM may. benefit from a group purchase. The retail price is
$69.95 but if we have 10 or more purchasers, we can get a rate of
$44 (plus taxes and handling, of course); if we can get 25 or more
purchasers, the price is even better: $39.75. UNIFORM was reviewed
in M:>rrow CMners Review, V.2 (2), April 1985, p. 23 by Tim Evans.
Take a look. If you like the idea, call Ire to make arrangeIrents.

Gene Korte
415/525-8944

3. GRAPHICS SOF'lWARE - UPDATE

In the last issue we announced a forthcaning arrangement with
Lark Software to make DATAPIDl'TER available to our members at a 20%
discount. I promised you a review of it soon. The review is in
this issue. .Read it and let Ire know if you are interested!
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rrantor Hard Disk
SUMMER SALE!

11 Meg SAVE $100! Only $1195.
23 Meg SAVE $2001 Only $1595.
35 Meg SAVE $3001 Only $2095.
47 Meg SAVE $4001 Only $2595.

We've Got Your NUMBERI
Complete with
• Bios • Format
• DiskMgr • Arkive
• Configuration
• Head Positioning
• 6 Month Warranty
• And ...

SuperCalc2
from Sorcim/IUS, the world's best electronic
spreadsheet, is included FREE with all Trantor Hard Disks.

Extremely fast and powerful, SuperCa1c2 is THE big step up in
spreadsheet capability.

And, if you're wondering about learning "one more program:
SuperCa1c2's simple command language is so easy to learn you'll
be building your own super spreadsheets right away.

WestWind
Il"\' l"~rh ~lr~"l Ellwrndk-. (':\ 'l-k\':-- 111:;11':;~-;22~

Td..:x ;:;1' ,2 11 IPl\I\·E (: l'Pl. \\"t . E:\:-\YLl~" 1'2=i, \;\.\'
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WestWind includes all of the software
you'll ever need FREE with every Trantor
hard disk. This powerful and easy to use
software will give your system the ability
to get going and keep going, fast.

It's how real capability and conven
ience get built in.

westWDnd

manipulation matched with the speed
and power of our Trantor is an unbeat
able combination.

Add our 5 Meg Removable Cartridge
System for quick backup and more
on-line capacity. Or use our Web to let
up to 4 MDs share our hard disk and
3 printers at once!

To order call toll-free: (800) 526-6500
lin CA (8001831-31441. For information
write WestWind Computer, 1690 65th
Street, Emeryville, California 94608.
Or call (415) 652-3222.

k order your Tm~tor Hard Disk
fill out the order blank below.r--------- _
: MQMQ-W 1
: MDIO MD50 :
: MD2 0 MDll 0 :
I MD3~ :

I
I

ronnatted capacity. Price I

11 Meg HardDisk$~ ~
. I

23 Meg HardDisk.~ 0:
35 Meg Hard Disk$~ 0 :
47 Meg Hard Disk$~ 0 :
5 Meg Removable I

Cartridge Add-on $U95 ~
I-------------_.J

Here's what's included 
Configuration to create many logical

drives with different block sizes - up to
40% more storage.

Arki,'e for quick & easy backup.
DiskMgr to make sure your good data

stays good.
Menu for single-keystroke program

f'..., ~'"l:1 selection.
~ , MenuGen to make your own menus.
.tl ". Head Position for safe travel.

~
SuperCalcl from Sorcim/[US, the

world's best spreadsheet, is also included
, FREE of charge.
~~~~ SuperCa\c1loads fast, runs fast
\ and it's easy to learn. It's hi-speed data
-- sort, consolidation and flexible cell

Prin'"anJ:"f'l'cill(;Uic,"" "uhjl."C1 tuchanlii:... ",ith"Ulnoticr
TnJl'ffiilrk", \l.'l',;rWin.J - Trant'''' OiskMIlf. Arki\'C'. W...bI $orcimlJUS - SuptrCalcl/ MOTfIl...· Dt-<ii).,,"s Inc. - Morro\\", MD

COM U T
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SO FT~l ARE REV I E~l : DATAPLOTTER

by Georgia Babladelis

DataPlotter is a program that enables you to plot your data in
a variety of ways. DataPlotter is sold by lark SOftware, Inc., 131
N. Leverett Road, Leverett, MA 01054. The complete package costs
$99. The complete package consists of two separate packages: (1)
Line graphs and scatterplots only; or (2) Bar graphs and pie charts
only. Either of the separate packages can be purchased for $69.
Members of BAMDUA may purchase the total package for $79 if we do a
group purchase. The minimum number of purchasers necessary to
constitute a group is 4. A number of people have already indicated
their interest following my initial announcement about this
software.

The big question is, does it work? The satisfying answer is,
it sure does! It is a well-planned program, with a manual that is
easy to follow, and it produces beautiful graphs and pies. In
short, this is superb program accompanied by an exceptionally clear
manual. The graphs and/or pies produced with it are so good that
they can be considered to be publicat.ion quality for many
publications. The price is reasonable. It is an out.standing buy.

For roost of us (Morrow owners, that is), it. comes as good news
that. the program is independent of screen graphics. DataPlotter
does not create graphs on the screen; it is not a "screen dump"
program:- Instead, you answer a series of questions which allows you
to design your own graph with your own parameters. You are engaged
in an interaction with the main program; as the questions appear on
your screen, you respond with the pertinent information. The
examples provided in the manual are so clear and so specific, that
you will have no trouble understanding how to enter answers in a way
that will result in the graph or pie that you want.

DataPlotter plots data from a text file. That makes life very
easy indeed since it means that your data can be entered using
WOrdStar (or NewWord, or whatever). And for those of you who have
data files created by dBase II or by SUperCalc you will be relieved
to know that DataPlotter works with those files too. It was an
unexpected boon, to me, t.o be informed (in the manual) that my
columns of data can occur in a variety of ways (e.g. , horizontal,
vertical) and don It have to be aligned! On my first trial, I used
the non-document node of WJrdStar and entered my data in two
columns. No column labels are needed when the data is ent.ered and,
as I said ;lbove, my colu.r'!1!1s wP-re not "neat." I was glad that I did
not have to align numbers so that. it had to look like this:

1 100
2 90
3 75

Instead, it could look like this: 1 100
2 90

3 75
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Let us suppose that as a person interested in technology, you
decided to invest in "high tech" stocks. You had a favorite you
wanted to buy, called My Tech Stock but. you worried about picking
your own stocks so you hedged your bets by also buying into a high
tech mutual fund called My Tech Fund. Not only did you keep track
of the performance of your investments, but also you compared their
Performance to the general performance of the stock market. Using
the non-document mode in WOrdStar, enter your data for the four
quarters of the year for the three comParisons (My Stock, My Fund,
Market Index) in three columns. For example:

1 70 40 25
2 60 30 15
3 65 35 10
4 75 45 15

or: 1 2 3 4
70 60 65 75
40 30 35 45
25 15 10 15

(This data is fictitious, as are the names of the comPanies. An
attempt has been made to line the numbers up for ease in reading; it
is not necessary)

The first column of entries represents values or labels for my
"x" axis and the other entries represent values (in this case,
percent change) for my "y" axis. Rather than call my x-axis by
names, such as "January" or "Firstn or whatever, one may use numbers
which can later be assigned any labels you wish.-:.· When the data is
plotted, I will decide to label my x-axis according to "quarters" of
the year. Next, you must save the file and then use DataPlotter to
plot it for you. In Figure 1 is an example of a line graph of the
investments we are comparing.

That flexibi li ty in use of labels applies to both the x and the
y coordinates. Moreover, there are numerous opportunities to
include additional labels, either on the graph itself and/or as a
t.itle for the graph. The program even provides a nice type font for
your main title, which makes it look rather impressive.

You can plot one function or several functions (as I have done
in this example) • You may place labels anywhere you wish on the
graph or have your labels spill over the margin of the graph if' you
like that. You have a choice of which graphic symbols to use to
represent each function (e.g., circles, diamonds, squares, etc.), a
choice that varies each of the symbol choices in three ways (e.g.,
empty or filled or thick), and a choice that enables you to vary the
size of the synb:>l used (large, medium, small are obvious examples,
but would y04- believe "enormous"?). You may chose if you want
regular lines or dotted lines to connect your symbols. And, of
course, you may chose the size of the graph itself (its length and
width), limited only by the limitations of your printer in handling
different sizes of paper.

In figure 1 below you will see empty circles,
and filled diamonds, connected by dotted lines,
placed within the graph borders.

filled circles,
and the labels
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Figure 1: Example of Line Graph

You may prefer to plot your data in a bar graph rather than as
a line graph. No problem. Using a command to do just that., you
int.eractively respond t.o the questions asked. In this example,
where we are plotting our data as bars, you may use the same data
fi Ie you have already created. All that is changed is the visual
presentation of the data that you have chosen. There are a number
of distinctive fillings available for bar graphs. You have the
option to select each fill ing for each bar, leave each bar clear, or
let the program assign fillings to bars. In addition, you can
elect to have a legend which explains what each type of bar stands
for. And as in line graphs, you may have ungrOUPed bars (analagous
to single function line graphs) or grouped bars (analagous to
multiple function line graphs). Since our data represents
multiple functions, our bar graph will present grouped bars, as in
the example in our figure 2. (See Figure 2) •
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• My stock

§ My Fund

Figure 2: Example of Bar Graph

Your original data file can be used repeatedly for any number
of different plots you desire. Suppose you want a giant size graph
or a tiny graph or different symbols in different sizes. No
problem. The first time you prepare tbe plot, store the answers in
an answer file. That saves you from repeatedly having to enter
information. Instead, you merely edit the answer file for any change
you wish to make. You can use the answer file repeatedly.
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These are the types of graphs you can produce: (1) single
function line graphs; (2) multiple function line graphs; (3)
scatterplotsi (4) mixed graphs (e.g., connected points and
unconnected points); (5) ungrOUPed bar graphs (analogous to single
function line graphs; (6) grouPed bar graphs (analagous to mult.iple
function line graphs); (7) pie charts which can be told to show the
percentage consumed by each slice, or the actual amount (e.g., in
thousands of dollars), or just what. each slice is, with no figures;
you can even "pull out'" out. a slice for dramatic effect. (See
Figure 3 for an example of a pie chart).

Real Estate 44.4%

Bonds 7.4%

stocks 37.0%

Investment

Savings 1.97.

-::::::1":'1\'111'
Funds 9.3%

Proportions

Figure 3: Example of Pie Chart
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There is more. Included with DataPlotter is a program called
TRANSF which allows you to (1) Irodify existing data files; e.g. I

when one wants to mult.iply by a constant; (2) select colUlTU1s from a
column data file to use in some other file; e.g., one colUlTU1 of data
in a file is to be used as Part of some larger file; (3) convert
colUlTU1 data to freeform data in order to add some SPecial data
points to a graph. TRANSF, too, can be used interactively by typing
in your answers to questions or the program can take your answers
from an answer file.

The PLOT program reads the plot files you have created,
translates them into corrmands for your printer, and prints the
graph. PLOT has double density options built into the program for
certain printers and instructions for getting print .in double
density for printers not listed as having the built in opt.ion. My
Gemini lOX was among those with the built in double density printing
feat.ure. There is a bit of a wait for the graph to actually start
printing and a message on your screen prePares you for that wait so
you won't think that. something has gone wrong. For almost all of my
trial graphs I waited between 45 seconds to a minute for the print
to start and another 4-5 minutes for the total graph to be printed.
The waiting period corrpares favorably with other graphics programs I
have read about. At first I was' so entranced with watching it
produce a beautiful graph that I didn't notice the time. Later,
when I became blase I did other small tasks.

RECAP: With DataPlotter you can have an unlimited number of
functions on one graph, an unlimited number of labels placed
anywhere on the page, hundreds of data points permitted in each
function I di scontinuous functions permitted, uneven spacing of
point.s permitted along either axis, a choice of graph dimensions
from tiny to full page, a choice of automatic or manual scaling, a
choice of words and/or numbers as lables on axis divisions,
rotatable characters for sideways y-axis label, a wide variety of
symbols for points on line graphs, a wide variety of sizes of
symbols, attractive fillings for bar graphs and pie charts, and a
TRANSF program which allows you to manipulate data files which may·
have been created for other purposes.

There is an appendix providing a trouble shooting guide which I
found very useful. On the program disk are included two sample
graphs that. you can try out. right away to see if your print.er is
performing properly. If not, check the simple, clear guide to
locate the nature of your problem and then use your print.er manual
to make any adjustment that is required. I had a problem when I
printed out the sample graphs and located the problem not in my
printer but in my converter/buffer which links the serial port. of my
computer to the Parallel port of my printer.

The manual is clearly written and very helpful. I learned t.o
use DataPlotter very quickly. I did read through the manual first,
to get an idea of things. Then I made a working disk, and followed
through the examples in the manual, substituting my own data. I
have used it t.o plot the results of research and to make graphs
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which accompany research articles for publication. All in all, it
is a versatile program, surprisingly simple to use, and it. produces
a visual "treat."

I found only ~ things to quibble about: (1) Although you can
have your data disk on drive B, the plot that is made of your data
goes on your program disk in drive A, so you must be sure to have
enough room on it for however many plots you plan to make; (2) it
was impossible to correct an error in an entry during interactive
answering of questions once "return" was entered so it behooves you
to get into the habit of making an "answer" file which is easy to
edit.

If you are interested in participating in a group purchase of
DataPlotter, provide the following information on a seParate sheet
of paPer or on the form below; enclose your check, and send it to
me:

Georgia Babladelis
1064 Sterling Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94708

I will wait until July 10 to send in the orders in order to
accrue enough orders to qualify for our 20% group discount. Then,
dePending on demand, I am willing to do a second order some time
later.

THIS IS THE INFORMATICN THAT I MUST HAVE:

Name: Telephone: _

Address: _

City, State, Zip: _

OPERATING SYSTm: (circle one) CP/M 80, CP/M 2.2, CP/M 3, OR MP/M
80 mth at least 48K of merrory per user; PC-DOS OR MS-DOS with at
last 128K; CP/M 86 with at least 128K.

PRINI'ER: Give rrodel and number, e.g., Epson RX80, Okidata 92, Star
Gemini 15X, etc.

DISK FORMAT: I assume everyone will want 5-1/4" CP/M Soft sector,
but if not, specify what you do want.

ENCLOSE CHOCK MADE OUT 'ID IJ\RK SOF'lWARE FOR $79 + $3 SHIPPING =$82.
YOUR PReX;RAM WILL BE MAILED DIRECTLY 'ID YOU. If two or rrore of you
want your programs mailed to me to be picked up at next BAMDUA
meeting (in Berkeley) or by arrangement at my horne, you can save on
the shipping cost by pooling it. Check here if you wish to do
that:
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LEFT MARGIN BY DOT COMMAND by Edward E. Combs

At the start i t ~uld be well to define the terms that will be
used here for which a clear understanding is desirable. In typing,
there are two commonly known sizes of type called "pica" and
"Elite", terms seldom used in the computer field. Instead, pica is
known to provide 10 characters per inch abbreviated as 10 cpi also
called 10 pitch, while Elite provides 12 cpi called 12 pitch. The
numbers 10 and 12 are standard designators which appear on print
wheels and thimbles used in printers for obvious reasons.

The term "page offset" is also important in this discussion and
is defined as the width of the left. hand margin of the printed page,
usually measured in inches but more practically measured in numbers
of character spaces between the left hand edge of the paper and the
left hand side of the text. For example, a left margin of 1/2 inch
would be equivalent to a page offset of 5 characters ~ben the type
size is 10 cpi (since 5/10 = 0.5 inches), or equivalent to a page
offset of 6 characters for a type size of 12 cpi (6/12 = 0.5
inches).

The page offset dot corrmand (abbreviated as .POn, where n
represents a whole nUl'l"ber from 0 on up) provides a convenient means
of on-screen alteration of the location of the left hand margin of
printed text, in steps that. are in increments of the width of one
character. Specifically, when using a character pitch of 10, the
page offset dot comnand will change the left hand margin on paper in
increments of l/10th inch, similarly, when using 12 pitch the page
offset corrmand will change the left hand margin in incrernents of
1/12 inch.

To make the application of the page offset dot comnand as
direct as possible, the left hand side of the printed text should be
at the left edge of the paper for .POzero. Then there will be a
direct. correlation between a margin measured in inches with one
measured in numbers of characters, making visualization of margin
requirernents easier. For example, if the desired value of left
margin is 1 inch, which is quite common practice, and a character.
pitch of 10 is to be used the desired margin would be obtained with
a page offset of •POlO , while for a character pitch of 12 it would
be obtained with .P012. This alignment of the zero of the page
offset dot corrmand with the left edge of the paper is obtained by
appropriate adjustment of the paper guide on the printer in the
manner to be described.

First, a line of printing 6 1\2 inches long is prePared on
screen, which ~uld be either 65 characters for 10 pitch (6.5 x 10),
or 78 characters for 12 pitch (6.5 x 12). The first and last
letters of this line should be an upper case M to easily locate its
extremities. The line is printed on standard 8 1/2 inch width paper
and the paper guide on the printer adjusted until it is centered on
the page, in which case both left and right hand margins will be
exactly equal and 1 inch wide.
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This adjustment will usually take several print.-outs before the
paPer guide is properly located, after which the paper guide should
be secured with a suitable adhesive tape.

The following diagram shows the relationships between a left
margin of 1 inch and 2 pitches with corresponding page offsets.

Diagram showing the relationships between margin, pitch and page offset

<--Edge of Paper

----Paper Guide adjusted to provide a printed margin of 1 Inch
and secured in place with adhesive tape.

1 Inch
<-Margin-->

<--Left edge of yrinted text

, , , I ' " '" I ' , , I ' ,
o 1 2

I"" I"" I "" I"" I"o 5 10 15 20

\"1"1"1' ,1"1"1"1"1"
o 6 12 18 24

Inch Ruler to show scale

Page Offset Scale for 10 pitch.
(Requires a page offset of .P01C
for a 1 inch left margin).

Page Offset Scale for 12 pitch.
(Requires a page offset of .P012
for a 1 inch left margin).

After the paPer guide has been prOPerly positioned there will
be one other housekeeping chore t.o do, namely to set the default
value of page offset to correspond to the default character pitch.
The default value installed by the manufacturer is usually 8. This
may be changed to either 10 or 12, corresponding to the desired
default pitch of 10 or 12, respectively, to obtain a default 1 inch
margin, by re-installing Newword in the manner described in the
Newword User's Guide. When this has been done the new arrangement
is ready to go.

In subsequent formatting, any width of left margin may be
selected by simply measuring it in terms of equivalent nUITbers of
characters of the pitch being used instead of inches and using this
number as the page offset value. This measurement may be
conv~~a~tly rrade by usL~g a "~.l'Pists' s ·Rule" ~"'hich is graduated L"1
inches, pica and Elite spacings, obtainable from a stationery or
office equipnent store. A typical ruler is identified as westcott
No. R-552 , manufactured by the Acme United Corporation of
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and costs under $2.00.

The use of the page offset dot corrmand is particularly
convenient when the width of the left hand margin on the printed
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page must be changed frequently to accorrrooclate different print-out
requirements. Two out of many possible exanples will be given to
show its typical application. In the following examples the assumed
default values for the computer and printer will be 12 pitch, page
offset .P012 and a right margin of 78 which produces a line length
of 78 characters that will center on the printed page.

Example one. For a particular job the width of text is to be
reduced from its normal or default value (78 characters or 6 1/2
inches wide) to a width of 68 characters or 5 2/3 inches wide by
typing in the dot cornnand .RM68 at the top of the screen. If there
are a nurrber of pages involved that are to be nurrbered then the
centering of the page nurrber would require the dot corrmand .PC34
(68/2) to be typed on the line inmediately below the previous dot
corrmand. To keep the text centered on the printed page, the page
offset must be increased by one half the difference in widths of the
text (78 - 68 = 10 and 10/2 = 5) or 5 characters, so the new page
offset will be .P012 + 5 = .P017 which is also typed on a separate
line at the top of the screen. With these steps the printed text
wi11 be of the desired width and centered on the page.

Example two. A letter is to be prepared on 8 1/2 x 11 inch
lett.er. head paper using the default values of .P012 and a line
"length of 78 charaCters. The date of preparation (31 March 1985
used in this exc3lT'ple) is t.yped against the left hand margin on the
appropriat.e line under the letter heading, for which the on-screen
status line shows how many characters or colurms long it is (13 for
this example). The date is then is preceded with a page offset dot
command selected to place it on the right hand side of the letter
against the right margin. This avoids repetitive use of the space
bar or tab key. The required page offset is equal to the default.
page offset plus the length of line minus the length of the dat.e
(.POI2 + 78 - 13 = 77) to get a new value of .P077. Right after the
date has been typed it is follCMed by typing the dot coomand .P012
to restore the default offset for the rerrainder of the letter.

The name and address of the party to whom the letter is
addressed will start at the top of the screen and on the printed
letter. However that same name and address will usually be required
on an envelope starting at about its center (No. 10 size imprinted
with a return name and address for this example). This shift in
position is most conveniently set up on-screen in two steps. First,
the name and address at the top of the letter is blocked out with
AKB and"'KK corrmands as it is t.yped on-screen, then at. the end of
the letter it is copied to a separat.e (last) page with the block
copy comnand "'KC. However before executing the "'KC corrmand, two dot
corrrnands (.MTn and •ron) are first entered at the top of this last
on-screen page on separate lines, the values for which are
determined in the following manner.

The envelope is measured with the Typist's Rule and found t.o be
approximately 25 lines high (at 6 lines per inch) and 113 characters
long (12 cpi). To start the name and address about. half way down
and in the center of the envelope would require a top margin of
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(25/2 = 12.5) 13 lines or .MT13 and a page offset of (113/2 = 56.5)
57 characters or .P057. Finally a page break is inserted after the
name and address with .PA dot corrmand. At print out, the address
will begin at the approximate center of the envelope as the last
page of the file.

If any of the aOOve procedures become repetitive each set of
them can be placed in separate files which may be called into play
when needed with the block insert corrmand "'KR.

With the paper guide on the printer set up as described aOOve
use of the TYPE or "'p corrmand in CP/M will cause the print-out to
start right at the edge of the paper. To avoid this, the paper
should be inserted with its left edge located a suitable margin
width to the left of the paper guide.

*****
MODEM TALK - THE BAMDUA SBBS

by Georgia Babladelis

Not long ago Sypko handed me a disk and said that it was full
of messages taken off the RBBS. He thought I might like to peruse
it and see if there was a "story" there. That disk turned out to be
a very packed (squeezed files) double sided double density disk.
So, first I had to get it transferred to a couple of single sided
disks; then, using additional disks, unsqueeze the files. Of course
all of you know by now that everything is easier with NSWP-- that
is, Newsweep. Practically any version is a boon, but our latest is
version 207. Anyway, it makes all these chores quite easy.

What struck me as I was reading through the messages was the
air of excitement generated by all the participants. I found myself
caught up in their messages - asking questions and offering answers
or help, giving suggestions, offering public domain software, and
just plain chatting of sorts.

I thought all of you might like to get a "feel" for it and
Perhaps run out and get a modem, if you don't already have one. I
can't, of course, rePeat all of the messages here, nor do I want to•.
What I did was select SOfIe representative ones from early days and
later days of the system's operation whose content was of general
interest. Although I did not do a tally, it was my impression that
80-90% of b'1e messages had to do w'ib'1 questions regarding proble.'i'.B
with one sort of modem or another and getting help working out bugs.
So I left those out. lest that daunt you aOOut plunging in
yourself, rest assured there are plenty of helpful folks out there
who will help you; perhaps the archival messages will be available
so that you can read aOOut past problems and solutions!

Anyway, plug in your modem and "download" the following:
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(The following rressages are in their original form)

Message # 555 left on =-)
By =-)PETER CAMPBELL
To =-)All
Subject =-)ribbons

4/23, 10pm Arrerican Ink Products in SF has been refilling our
nrolti strike ribbons for MP100-300. Yesterday, my secretary
called them, as our order, mailed 12 days before, had not come
back. Thanks to US Post Office, the empties had not yet arrived.
(All of what-12 miles from Berkeley to SF). Any way, they did
show up later in the day. The refilled cartridges arrived in my
office today via UPS. They do a good job, and the price of a
refill is half or less that of a new one. They used to advertise
in the newsletter, but haven't of late. If you try them and like
their service, tell them you saw it here. Their phone number is
(415) 982-0161. Address- 527 Howard st., SF 94105.

Message # 585 left on =-)
By =-)TED SILVEIRA
To =-)All
Subject =-)VD025

I've just uploaded VD025.LBR. VD025 is a nifty little text
editor that acts like WordStar in the non-document mode. It has
a healthy subset of the WordStar corrmands, including all the
really important ones. It works only with files that will fit
in memory (about 50K or so) but it's small (7-SK) and fast (you
get from one end of a 50K file to the other IMMEDIATELY). Give
it a look. Especially nice for programmers, but also handy for
notes, dBase CMD files, and disks where you haven't got room
for WordStar.
850504--0845

Message # 401 left on =-)
By =-)TED SILVEIRA
To =-)All
Subject =-)MDSET.OBJ

I've just uploaded a program called MDSET for Revision 1 Morrow
MD owners. This program works like SETBAUD to change the speed
of the Rev. l's printer/modem port, only MDSET lets you set the
speed to 19,200 baud as well as 1200 and 300 baud. The 19,200
is very handy if you have a printer with a big buffer-WOrdStar
can dump a file for printing in a flash. MDSET is nroch like
Stan Young's MDBITS, only it's nroch smaller ( <2K as opposed to
10K) because it was done in assembly language instead of Turbo
Pascal. (I had to do i t--my WordStar disk is so crowded that
MDBITS wouldn't fit!)

Hope sorre of you find it useful.
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Message # 476 left on =-)
By =->Charley Tart
To =-)All
Subject =-)Big Files

[4/1, 6PM+]
This months BYTE has a clever trick for working with

a bigger Wordstar file than you usually can. Let's say
you want to edit BIGFILE and it's already 200k.
There's no room for a backup file, much less the
working file WS needs. But, if you copy just BIGFILE
to a new disk and put the WS com files on that disk,
put it in A, then put a blank but formatted disk in
drive B, you can now open the file with the command
BIGFILE B: This will have the working file appear on
drive B instead of A, so you room to work. CUriously,
when you finally save BIGFILE will appear on drive B
and BIGFlLE.BAK on drive A. I've tried it: it \toOrks.

Thanks to Nick Burkitt in Byte.

Message # 479 left on =-)
By =-)PAUL BARI'HOI.DMEW
To =-)All
Subject =-)IC to SC

I have uploaded the file "IC2SC.LBR" on AO:. It includes a
program to convert IJ:>gicalc files to SUPercalc files. It doesn't
do a c:orrplete conversion, you rrust use Sorcim's SDI.<X:M program
to turn the converted file into a SUperCalc (.CAL) file.
SDI.<X:M is included with SUpercalc. Paul Bartholomew - 815-235-1352

Message t 493 left on =-)
By =-)STEVm WARTOFSKY
To =-)All
Subject =-)CCNrINUE

Here's a useful hint: on any CP/M disk, use the SAVE conmand
(not listed, it's a resident utility like ERA, TYPE, etc.) and
type "SAVE 0 CCNl'IN.COM" from the A) pronpt. Now, say you tried
to PIP a file from A to B drive and forgot to Control-C first,
and the carmand aborted. You' 11 get back into pip by typing
CCNrIN. For some reason, CCNl'IN re-executes the last ccmnand
you entered. And it takes *no* disk space! Certainly the
tiniest and cheapest utility around.

Message t 501 left on =-)
By =-)SYPKO ANDREAE
To =-)All
Subject =-)MISC SYSOP
850414-1200 (4/14/85) FROM SYSOP »[Please date your messages]

**** THIS IS THE 501st MESSAGE CN THE BAMDUA RBBS ***
This BB5 program was put on the air on DEX:: 20, 1984.
we get 800 cals per roonths and have over 200 users.

») THANK YOU UPIDADERS! <<<
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ALL THAT'S CLASSIFIED

ATTORNEY seeking other lawyers to share/explore MD3 applications
to law offices. Contact Alan Kornfeld, 538 Green Street, San
Francisco, CA 94133; 415/434-2855.

Doing your own thesis/dissertation? Consultation in AFA, Turabian,
Campbell formats; proofreading, editing. 10% dicount to BAMDUA
members. Nancy Schluntz, Wordsmith & Copycrafter, 415/537-9172.
====:===============================================================
C. Itoh F-10 40 CPS serial printer, $899; I..Q Sheet feeder for F-10
printer, $395; QuIne QVT-102 terminal, $438; Xerox 820 DS, $898;
Morrow MP-100 Printer, $308; TI 855 dual rrode printer w/tractor &
serial and parallel cables, $698; Morrow MDT-60 video terminal, $298;
Morrow MD-2 (new), $798; Liberty 100 video terminal, $318; Liberty
100 owner's manual, $5; maintenance manual, $25. All like new; most
in original packing. H. Whitaker, 7603 Firestone Bl., Downey, CA
90241, 213/566-3556.
====================================================================
FORGET THE PEARL! Order customized database programs. Menu driven:
Enter, Correct, Delete, Search, Sort, Print. ADDRESS AND PHONE
BCOK, ALBUM LIST, RECORD LIST, NOI'E PAD, and more. Guaranteed.
Send for Catalog. KCS SOFTWARE, 927 Mears Court, Stanford, CA
94305, 415/493-7210.

COMPUTER TUTOR: I make house calls. Individual tutoring specialist
especially for beginners. Programmer, Debugger, Systems Analyst.
Roger Barker 415/397-8291. San Francisco, Berkeley, oakland,
Walnut Creek, Danville.
====================================================================
FOR SALE: MDll with DSDD floppy and hard disk. Wyse 50 terminal
and modem. All standard software including dBaseII and games. Less
than one year old and like new. G.R. Gouger, 707/575-9119.

FOR SALE: MD3, dual drives, #50 terminal/keyboard. All original
software - Mint - 18 months old - never repaired - used very little:
$995 or B/O. MP200 Printer with cable: $350 or B/O. D. Wayne Smith,
415/451-8336.

FOR SALE: Package deal: HD3 with MDT20 terminal, HP100 printer and
software: WordStar, Correct-It, LogiCalc, Personal Pearl, 3 separate
programming languages and CP/M 2.2 operating system. Manuals
included. $750 firm. Call eves., Marie, 415/424-1738 (Palo Alto).

FOR SALE: MD2 + software. Call Linda (707)575-7212 or 544-0142.

WANTED TO BUY: Used dot-matrix printer with tractor for MD3. Prefer
perfect condition and reasonable price! Call Pamella, 415/861-4048.
====================================================================
WANTED: Used MD3 for $575 with terminal, $450 without terminal. Or
a used MD2· for $450 with terminal, $375 without terminal. D. Steve
Harris, 415/972-1582 (office) or 415/752-6819 (home).
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ORDER BLANK FOR BAMDUA LIBRARY VOLUMES

DATE:------- YOUR PHOOE:----------
YOUR NAME:--------------------
ADDRESS: _

_____________ ZIP _

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOI.aI.a'UNG BAMDUA LIBRARY VOLUMES AT
$8.00 PER FIDPPY. I HAVE JOINED BAMDUA AS A MEMBER.

(Note: see Newsletter V.2, #8, sept. 1984 for SUIl'lllarY of library
disks (1-14) available to date; see subsequent Newsletters for later
library volumes (15-30).

Below, you may circle your choice of library volume and under
each choice, enter the # of disks you want, if more than one.

CIRCLE CHOICE: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

(quantity) :

CIRCLE CHOICE: 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

(quantity) :

Total # of disks _

@$8.00 each =
Check enclosed for $ _

Please enclose a check for
exact amount. Mailing and
packaging is included.
Make check out to BAMDUA.
BAMDUA, P.O. BOX 5152
BERKELEY, CA 94705

=============================================================
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WHAT'S AVAILABLE

The public domain software library contains 30 volumes. They are
available at meetings for $5.00 each, or through the mail for $8.00
each. write a check to BAMDUA, Box 5152, Berkeley, CA 94705.

Back issues of BAMDUA Newsletter cost $1.00 for issues 1-3, and
$2.00 for each issue after that. They are also available at BAMDUA
meetings or through the mail. The price is the same either way.
Make your check out to BAMDUA.

Dave Block's Preliminary Question and Answer Book can be purchased
by sending a check for $1.00 to BAMDUA, above address.

A cassette tape of the "Once Upon a MorrCM" meeting held in January
is available. It costs $6. Order now!

Interested in back issues of M.O.R.? Please order Volume 1, issues
1 -> 5, or Volume 2, issues 1 -> 3 through MorrCM OWners' Review,
P.o. Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705 at $3.00 each. A one year
subscription to IDR is $18.00 ($32.00 for 2 years).

A directory of approximately 300 BAMDUA members available for $3.50
Get your copy now so you will be able to know who to call when you
need help or want to exchange information. Make your check out to
BAMDUA.

SPECIAL DEAlS: As of March 15, the arrangements for SPecial
deals has been cancelled. we are ~rking on providing alternatives,
such as making arrangements for SPecial deals with the distributor
so that BAMDUA members can deal with them directly. The follCMing
deal is such an arrangement: (See "SPecial deals" for others) •

REACHOUT, a menu-driven telecorrmunications program that ~rks with
any rrodem, including the crs MM-300 Modern System. A SPecial
version of Reachout. is available for all Micro-Decision computers.
The price is $125.00, which is 40% off the price of the standard
version ($199.00). Full end-user telephone support is provided by
the manufacturer. Send $132.50 (includes tax and shipping by U.P.S.
to a daytime address) to Applied Computer Techniques, 21 Cotton~

Drive, San Rafael, CA 94901; 459-3212. ReachOUt is reviewed in
Morrow OWners' Review #2 & #3.
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DATE: _ YOUR PHOOE: _

YOUR NAME: _

ADDRESS: _

_____________ ZIP _

PLEASE smo ME THE FO:LIaiING BACK ISSUES OF THE BAMDUA
NEWSIEl'TER, VOLUME 1,2 ,or, 3. I AM A MEMmR OF BAMDUA.
(Volurres 1, issues 1+2+3 t6cJether cost $1.- • Issues i4, 5,
etc. through the present Volume 3, #6 are $2.00 each.)

ISSUE i PRICE m5T

1983
Volume 1
(1+2+3) 1.00

(4-8) each 2.00

1984
Volume 2
(1-11,00 Aug. issue).
each 2.00

1985
Volume 3
Each issue 2.00

CIRCLE mOICES: 4 5 6 7 8

CIRCLE OiOICES: 1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11

CIRCLE CHOICES: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Sunmary:
1st 3 issues:
iissues @2.00

Total cost:

TOTAL EN::IDSED:

~
$-

$--

Please enclose check
for exact amount.
Packaging and mailing
is included. Make
checks out to: BAMDUA
Mail to: BAMDUA
P.O. BOX 5152
BERKELEY, CA 94705

===================================================================

MANY THANKS

My thanks to all the rnerrtlers who contribute ideas and articles
to the Newsletter. Keep it up!

---Georgia Babladelis, Editor
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MP-200

~'E5---~ MP-IOO
:c=-----==t.Jl 6 ~'1.Jilloal __ - -----' ' '0
~~--~~:;-::~:--: -::=-;1 ~=.~=., C~-='-'_m _

LETTER QUALITY PRIITER SPECIALS
MP-200: 18 cps

with FREE TRACTOR -----$595
MP-I00: 15 cps

with FREE TRACTOR ----$395
For Morrow MP-I00/200/300:
Tractors ----$125
Multi-Strike Ribbons ----$ 7
Print Wheels ----$ 18

Choice: Symbol, ASCII,
ORATOR, Courier 10 &12,
Script &Mini Gothic 15

BUFFER/SWITCH SPECIALS
64K Print Buffer ----$199
Parallel Switch ----$'9
Serial Switch ----$ 99

(cables $28 @)
"DOER SPECIAL

Prometheus Pro Modem ----$329
1200/300 baud

Morrow Modem w Software -$149
Anchor MKXII ----$269

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NewWord ver 2.06 ----$ 90

ver 1.32 ----$ SO
Supercalc I ----$ 75
Turbo Tutor ----$ 29
Turbo Tool Box ----$ 39
Turbo Pascal ver.3.0 ----$ 49
Multiform (like Uniform)-$ 65
ReachOut-Auto Answer

for 1200 baud modems---$l49
SmartKeys II ----$ 49
Hyper Typer(Typing Tutor)$ 27
Proportional Star ----$ 69

WORLD
BUSINESS

CENTER

1""'EIl1\

MD-S/ll

g
[ji3~~~

[~~I

-_.__.-

MD-3P

rtf.....-"--_._-,
1[000

~I

"ORROW "D-3P (NO ~u~5+) '~!9S
"ORROW "0-3 with ter.ll $149S
"ORROW "D-S with ter.'l $189S

( S.4 "eg Winchester!!!)
"ORROW ND-II with ter.ll $2395

(10.8 "eg Winchester!!!)
Includes: NewHord, CorrectIt,
Supercalc, Personal Pearl,
MBasic, Ouest, CP/M and $50
discount on MP-lOO or MP-200
special prices

EXTIL HARD DISK EXPAISIOI
FOR RD 5/11/16/34 -Complete

MAll (11Mb) ---- $ 765
MAl6 (16.4Mb) ---- 865

LOCAL AREA IETWORK
Adevco/Morrow ---- $ 350
For MD-3/3P/5/1l/16/32
Specify which. Complete plus
$45 for installation in unit.

RORROW PIVOT PORTABLE
(IBR-PC Co.patible I!!)
-With: Dual Drives, lEW HIGH

VISIBILITY DISPLAY, MS-DOS,
NewHord &Battery.

256K qAM $1,895
640K RAM $2,695 -~

~
.---:=.i __.....",

-.------"'"
12186 WINTON WAY, LOS ALTOS, CA 94022

. .., CALL 415/941-3269 TODA Y

MD-3 0
-~-".=

=



BAY AREA MICRO DECI8IOO USERS ASSOCIATIOO
P.O. BOX 5152, BERKELEY, CA 94705

8AMDUA
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o

e.tIY AREA MiCRO D.C'StoN
uaEIItS AasoelATtC~N

NOO PROFIT ORG.
U. S. POSTAGE

PAID
BERKELEY,CA
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